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S&P Global has been delivering news and insights for over 160 years. They provide data,
research, benchmarks, ESG solutions and credit ratings to companies, governments and
individuals. Their principles are rooted in finding and knowing the essentials to help people and
businesses make decisions with confidence.
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www.spglobal.com/en/
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Beazley are a group of global insurance professionals operating in the London market and
specialising in marine, property, data breach and life insurance. With more than three decades
of experience providing clients with high standards of underwriting and claims services
worldwide, all of Beazley’s insurance businesses are rated A (Excellent) by A.M. Best.
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AXA XL is the P&C and specialty risk division of AXA, known for solving even the most complex

risks. For mid-sized companies to the world’s largest multinationals, they offer traditional and

innovative insurance solutions and services in over 200 countries and territories.

@AXA_XL
Li: AXA XL, a division of AXA

www.axaxl.com
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Chaucer is a global specialty insurer and reinsurer, which manages two Lloyd's of London
syndicates. It underwrites marine, aviation, casualty, property, energy and nuclear risks. Chaucer
is a member of the China Re Group.
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www.chaucergroup.com/
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Terrafirma aims to improve the understanding of the ground and how it interacts with the built

environment. Geologists, scientists and mining engineers work to communicate risks through

reports, advice and ground risk models with the goal of helping people and organisations make

informed decisions.

@terra_firma_
Li: Terra FirmaCapital Partners

www.terrafirma.com/
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WeatherNet is a subsidiary of Synergy Cloud and specialises in supplying online weather

applications, weather data sets, weather reports, consultancy and advice. The company was

established in 1995 to provide postcoded weather information to UK insurers to help verify

claims for storm, freeze and flood.

@SynergyCloud1
Li: Synergy Cloud

www.synergy-cloud.io/
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Jupiter is the global market, science, and technology experts in physical climate analytics for risk

management and resiliency planning. Its analytics are used across the private and public sectors:

customers include at least one of the world’s five largest firms in asset management, banking,

chemicals, insurance, minerals and mining, oil and gas, pension funds, pharmaceuticals, power,

and reinsurance. Customers use Jupiter services for a broad range of applications, including

capital planning, risk management, site selection, design requirements, supply chain

management, investment and asset valuations, and shareholder disclosures.

@jupiterintel
Li: Jupiter Intelligence
www.jupiterintel.com
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Arturo is a deep learning spin-out from a Fortune 500 company focused on delivering highly

accurate measurement and predictive data from multiple sources. They use geospatial imagery,

mapping, geography, insurance and technology to provide property insights and predictive

analytics.

@Arturo_ai

Li: arturo,ai
www.arturo.ai/
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Claims Carbon Institute is helping decarbonise insurance by assisting insurance companies in

mapping their entire climate footprint as a service. They help to understand carbon footprint

with focus on calculations of the claims processes. They map internal data sources with external

emission factors, thus creating a current situation and calculating the impact of a new policy or a

new claim. This makes it possible for the companies to report on their current situation,

progress and on implementing climate into their product and claims processes.

@ClaimsCarbon
Li: Claims Carbon Institute
www.claimscarbon.com/
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